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HP Roam  
Work anywhere print everywhere

Whether at the office, home, 
coffee shop, or while on the
go printing from your laptop, 
mobile, or at the printer is 
always the same with HP Roam.

Lead Interaction Designer  |  Prototyper
Axure | InVision | Illustrator | Photoshop

Collaborated with UX Lead Designer, 3 other 
Interaction Designers for specific platforms or use 
cases, 2 external design teams for additional 
prototyping, project managers, marketing, and 
development teams for mobile, Windows 10, Web, 
and OXPd on device apps.



Identifying Pain Points

Guest Printing Print RoamingPersonal PrintingMobile devices

?

How Do I Connect?

• Wireless, 4G/LTE?
• Is there a firewall?
• Cable?

Reliable Experience?

• Do I need to install a new driver?
• Will the printer in front of me be found?
• How do I identify the printer?

Is it secure?

• Where will my job print?
• What’s the risk of someone 

taking my document or 
accessing my data?

Where is a printer?

• In the office
• Hotel
• Coffee Shop
• Airport

Printing has not kept up with how people work

Authentication

??



Push Printing
Traditional printing, user submits a print job and it 
starts printing immediately.

• What most people in most 
companies do

• No behavioral change
• Allows users to continue 

working from their PCs, and 
pick up when printing 
complete

• Less secure

Pull Printing
Print job is held on a server or workstation and 
released by the user at the printer.

• Usually IT implemented and 
enforced

• Desirable where output 
security and/or reducing cost 
are key drivers

• Users have to wait at the 
printer for each print job to 
come out

• Print release authentication
• Disruptive to productivity

Universal Printing
Can we offer Print Roaming and Pull Printing without forcing them to change behavior for everyday push printing?

Percentage of prints

Pull Print

Push Print



Research and Strategize PrinterOn Integration
PrinterOn was an existing pull printing 
app, service, and network that HP 
acquired. A design audit, user research, 
and testing onsite print stations was 
conducted to catalog the existing state 
of service and experience. Design and 
development meetings with the 
company staff and our team were on 
going during the first 6 months of 
transition.

Design Audit Findings
• The app, hardware, and location 

pull printing was functional.
• Established limited public network
• Android only mobile app platform
• Print stations were not engaging to 

the public and local staff were 
unfamiliar with the hardware.

• Lacked design and documentation
• Limited security and features

Initial Integration Strategy
• Integrate with HP printing 

hardware and services
• Rebrand
• Expanded printer network
• User to Printer location finding

PrinterOn screen shots at time of audit.



Smart Queue Management

Intuitive push/pull printing based 
on user proximity to printers.

Our team analyzed user print journeys. 
Highlighting user print routines, expectations 
for different print jobs submitted and released, 
and with the variations of account, location, 
and device platforms.

These user journey exercises confirmed the 
need of design requirements for a unified and 
consistent cross-platform experience.



A conference exclusive 
mobile app was designed 
and demoed on site to 
showcase the potential of 
HP Roam. Our team had 
two months to deliver.

Requirements
• Easy and immediate sign-up 

and onboarding
• Native print (Android)
• Printer selection
• Print job selection
• Indoor GPS (proximity to 

printers)
• Active mobile notifications
• Print job release

Proof of Concept



Conference Reaction

Revised Strategy and Resources

1) Slotted to be the lead HP 
printing application and deliver 
a cross-platform experience.

2) Create an extensive network of 
public printers by allowing 
anyone to offer their printer.

3) Workforce resources grew.

Positive, easy to use, and the solution was highly desired and needed immediately.

Reviewing the HP print apps available in the Google Play 
store revealed there were too many options. A detailed 
audit and plan for consolidation was necessary.

Even if this was going to take years to deliver, this was 
the general vision of the product when considering the 
limits of where a user could print and find a printer. By 
opening it to the public this would create a printing 
community. Thus resulting in an increase in the 
number of users and user acceptance of HP Roam as 
the printing app for everyone.

All design and development teams quickly poured 
resources into the project, growing the team from 
less than 20 people to nearly 200 within a month.



Design Iteration

Following many wireframe and flow 
diagram explorations Material Design 
and iOS existing style guidelines were 
quickly adopted to improve design and 
development efficiency.

One immediate change in the design 
layout was to follow a more traditional 
mobile app design - moving the menu, 
search, selected printer and top-level 
actions to the top of the page, hiding 
the map into a printer discovery 
option in a draw, and following this 
with the job queue and print button at 
the bottom of the page. This was 
heavily debated as it broke the visual 
connection of the selected printer with 
the print action, however this change 
made it more consistent with layouts 
of other mobile apps.



User to Printer Proximity

Beacon technology (indoor GPS) was being integrated into the new printers and add-on devices, evolving 
the printer discovery and helping to drive the project. 
Focused printer selection on the nearest Bluetooth enabled printer with notifications sent to the users mobile device. Thus enabling 
the user to print seamlessly and intelligently to any printer available on the HP Roam network including home, work, hotel, and 
other public building locations. 

The challenge was to make setup easy for the admins that needed to install the add-on devices before the new printers rolled out to 
market. Another challenge was how to communicate the range between a user and the printer for and choose the closest. The 
range was up to 50ft., but quickly was diminished by certain obstacles such as building materials. The answer was to simplify
everything for setup and printer discovery to essential information to make the choice easy.



Resonance Testing

Top Level Findings
• Overall, users resonate with or found 

the concept of HP Roam familiar.
• Mobile professionals tended to be 

more excited about the print 
anywhere concept than traditional 
office printer users.

• Some users were curious about how 
they would pay for prints using public 
printers.



Multiple Accounts (Personal, Professional, Company Admin)

• How to display a single users multiple accounts in an easy to understand and meaningful way? 
• What are the differences and how would people use them differently? 
• Do you show print queues for multiple accounts – separate or combined?
These were some of the questions that circulated our project team for weeks as we further explored and understood the way people could 
use them. We took some design queues from Gmail and other services that allow multiple accounts. Once again, simplicity won, a single 
print queue that each account added to. Print jobs with high security could only be printed at secure locations.



Using a mobile first design approach was of great benefit when shifting the focus to the Windows 10 app, keeping the design 
patterns consistent. Initial design vision was a background app similar to the Windows 10 action drawer – slim native print app 
design with limited functionality. 

However, after further review of Windows 10 OS and Applications patterns as well as the additional screen real estate, 
development requirements, and additional features, the design greatly evolved. 

Mobile Design Transition to PC Experience



An expandable/collapsible window provided a fitting pattern for jumping from slim to thick design and introduced additional 
informative and network printer discovery features over the limitations of the mobile app. This would also lay a foundation 
for a tablet app and the admin web app.

HP Roam PC Experience Deliverable



Refined to a simplistic design face over deep interaction and back end functionality the user 
is offered with the best matched printer via their location or intended print destination.

Mobile App Deliverable

A cross-platform 
experience wherever you 
need to print.



Originally the OXPd app, print device app, was going to be more consistent with the mobile app visual design and 
interactions, however due to device performance and display hardware limitations we had to modify and 
constrict the design further. In doing so the app became more consistent with the printer UI design and other 
OXPd apps. One feature that needed to included was the ability for the user to use their employee badge to 
signin. Once signed in they could print docs that were sent to their account. Another key feature was the ability 
to release print jobs via a passcode.

On Device App Deliverable



Pelco VideoXpert
Video Surveillance System Reimagined

Simplify the existing system which ran separate applications for different tasks, 
make it competitive, and easier to use.
When the Pelco design team took over the design strategy the existing system hadn’t seen a major update for 10 
years, thus it was lagging behind the competition. The scope was an extensive overhaul updating all hardware and 
software, user interactions, system features, customization, and optimization. Meant for large installations of 500+ 
cameras this system would expand to cover 10,000+ cameras, a hundred+ employee desktop workstations (one 
is shown above), and other hardware. While working on this project I was involved in nearly aspect of the 
systems ux design.

User Experience Designer | Prototyper
Axure  |  Illustrator  |  Photoshop

Collaborated with project managers, marketing, 
and development teams for mobile, Windows 
10, Web, hardware and system apps.



I was first tasked with defining the 
keyboard interactions and shortcuts. 
Over 100 shortcuts were defined and 
categorized in sets or workspaces as 
listed below. To accomplish this I 
reviewed all existing shortcuts for Pelco 
systems, Microsoft Windows, Apple OS, 
Adobe Suite, and competitive video 
surveillance systems. Also research 
existing video playback systems. I also 
provide feedback and recommendations 
for the keyboard hardware. This 
provided me with deep insight into 
the entire scope and capabilities of 
the hardware and software systems.

Keyboard Interactions

• Global Keyboard Shorts
• Playback Mode
• Working with Video Cells (Not Restricted by Playback Mode)
• PTZ Mode and Movement Shortcuts
• Changing Cell Layouts and Cell Content
• Investigation Workspace
• Mission Control
• Map
• Saving Workspace and Desktop Presets
• Opening Saved Workspace and Desktop Presets



Prior to this iteration, the joystick 
and jog shuttle were separate pieces 
of hardware which made this 
particularly challenging to perfect 
and meet the requirements for 
features, simplistic and complex 
interactions, visual design appeal, 
and cost. Ultimately it came down to 
using a pre-existing unit, intended 
for 3D design. Thus mapping the 
interactions to the buttons and 
joystick/jog shuttle hardware. Many 
of the buttons had multiple actions 
when combined with keyboard 
shortcuts.

Designing for all of the peripherals –
keyboard shortcuts, joystick and jog 
shuttle, mouse, and monitor setup 
and management – was very 
rewarding because I had ownership 
over all physical interactions of the 
design. 

Peripheral Hardware Interactions



Each user workstation was 
equipped with 6 large monitors 
and the capability to view and 
display nearly unlimited number 
of video cells. The monitors could 
act independently or as a single 
monitor. 

I defined the monitor setup, but 
more importantly how the user 
moves their virtual focus from 
each monitor, application, tab, 
cell, and the different layers. This 
was done by simply numbering 
every element and defaulting the 
movement left to right, top to 
bottom, front to back layers.

Defining User Virtual Focus



Device Management Software

Pelco’s device software and 
firmware management system 
presented the challenge of 
offering features for system admin 
to manage and update the diverse 
number of system hardware, 
software, and firmware. It was 
important to allow the user to 
schedule both single time and 
routine updates for system 
hardware including cameras to 
prevent failures and limiting any 
down time.

This was wholly new to Pelco and 
due to implementation and 
delivery deadlines I was required 
to deliver four phases of 
implementation for future 
development iterations. Much of 
the design references for this 
came from spreadsheet and 
scheduling software.

Pelco



PTZ Patterns and Tours

The PTZ patterns and tours 
features existed in what Pelco
already offered however were 
getting greatly expanded in their 
capabilities, automation, AI, and 
visual design. These features 
enabled a user to set a camera 
motion and let it repeat without 
any users attention. 

I covered all of the features use 
cases and worked on additional 
future facing use cases that were 
backlogged. This type of skys the 
limit think was carried throughout 
the entire Pelco redesign which 
gave us designs great ownership 
over all of it. 

Pelco



Pelco VideoXpert

The final system design was the award winning Pelco VideoXpert. Beyond 
the hardware and software mentioned, it was further feature expanded by 
adding extensions, either created by Pelco or by a 3rd party. 



HP Smart Device Services

HP SDS integrates into existing big x tools 
to provide powerful persistent data and 
actions offering predictive analytics, 
predicted part failure, remote 
investigations, and active 
asset management.

Lead Interaction Designer  |  Prototyper
Axure  |  Illustrator  |  Photoshop



Dashboard

Provides the top most recent SDS device 
events that need attention as a glance-able 
information module to enable users to take 
a simple and quick action.

SDS updated Devices Dashboard section 
adds high level filters to improve overall 
health of fleet devices. Shows the total 
number of devices as well as quick filters  for 
the number of SDS Device Events, Submitted 
Requests, Remote Service Events, and 
Disconnected Devices.



Users can choose a SDS recommended 
action from this dropdown menu, then 
click ”Take Action” button to preform it. 

Only relevant actions that can be applied 
for this predicted failure or to this device 
with be shown. These actions can be a 
mixture of onsite repair action requests, 
learn more, dismiss actions, and remote 
actions. 

Top SDS Device Events

Clicking on the IP Address will take 
the user to that device info page 
within the Devices page. 

Clicking on the EWS will open a 
new browser tab taking the user to 
that devices EWS webpage. 

Title of the predicted 
device event.

Percent certainty of predicted device 
event within the number of days. 
Only high priority events with 90% or 
more will be in red all others with be 
black and white.



Managed Devices
Devices page shows the same top 
level filters and SDS Device Events as 
the Dashboard page showed. These 
sections are locked in place, allowing 
the user to always see them. 

Arrange by will sort the list below by 
the selected value. By default it is 
severity to high light the SDS 
predicted events on those affected 
devices.



Just like on the Device Event cards , 
users can choose a SDS 
recommended action from this 
drop-down menu and click ”Take 
Action” button.

”Create a service ticket” action will 
take users to the ”Ticket” page to 
complete ticketing experience. 
Users can create a ticket for any 
device at any time, not only the 
device with a predicted event.

SDS Device Events

SDS Device Events filter will only list 
devices with active events. 



Ticket information is auto-filled with the 
device and part information. The user can 
edit this information and add additional 
description information to the ticket. 

Users select the date and time for the 
request and this filters the available 
technicians based on the time and the 
location. 

Users can simply review, select and click 
"Create service request" button to submit.

Service Ticket



Users can choose a SDS recommended 
action from a drop-down menu on 
Devices page and click ”Take Action” 
button.

”Learn More” action provides a pop-up 
tutorial screen. Users can read 
instructions or watch videos of how to 
fix/repair.

Part Identification and Repair



Each customer page shows the list of 
each customer’s managed devices. This 
page also has the top SDS device events 
module that will stay on top as a sticky 
module to continuously provides a 
glance-able information. 

Customers



I led a small design team – a visual 
designer and a user experience 
designer – to explore and deliver 
visual reference designs for 
predictive task based features that 
need to seamlessly integrate into 
third party mps client web 
applications. The partners would 
skin their UI over the predictive 
code, we just needed to give them 
a reference of the user experience 
and interactions possible.

I also delivered many iterative and 
exploratory mockups and 
prototypes for the action task 
cards we integrated into the 
dashboard, device, learn more, 
and service ticket pages.

HP Smart Device Services Delivable



GARMIN EDGE 810 AND 510

The Garmin Edge 810 and 510 
professional cycling computers - a 
state-of-the-art cycling computer, 
and a sibling slightly smaller focused 
designed for intermediate cyclers. 
They were designed simultaneously 
sharing the same user experience, UI,  
and offering extensive data recording 
and displaying as well as connectivity. 

At this moment in my career, it was 
the largest opportunity for owning 
and leading the user experience of a 
project. Beyond the design, user 
research and usability testing were 
key to the success of this product.

Software User Interface Designer
Illustrator  |  InDesign  |  Photoshop



User Research and Usability Testing

Much like mobile phones or other devices that 
are designed for a single user, cycling computers 
are devices users can form an intimate 
connection with. Cyclist rely on these devices for 
accurate data, direction, connectivity, and even 
furthering community by sharing their 
experiences and courses. When conducting focus 
groups these were points that helped drive the 
design and features. Stronger connectivity, such 
as sharing courses was top among them and one 
that could be delivered.

Another stand out of this design came from user 
interviews. When discussing the ease of choosing 
a bike and type of ride. It was just as important to 
start riding immediately and not worry about 
those details on a device. Thus, the number of 
steps to start a ride was slimmed down, including 
the length of showing GPS connectivity. 



Maps

Maps and GPS are taken for granted these days, even indoor mapping 
is becoming more prevalent, but while designing the interactions and 
experiences for the Edge 810/510 they were relatively new in mobile 
and fitness devices. There was a lot of interaction design territory to 
explore and define for the user. The key questions centered around 
how to make them intuitive, predictable, with complex features just a 
tap or swipe away.



GARMIN EDGE 810 AND 510

The final designs met all that the design and product team set 
out to accomplish. Every aspect of the experience had improved 
over the predecessors and they were received well. 
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